Dear Mrs. Oshita,

I am very sorry to have missed the announcement and deadline of September 6, 2011, for public comments on the document "EVIDENCE ON THE CARCINOGENICITY OF Fluoride and Its Salts" (http://www.oehha.ca.gov/prop65/hazard_ident/pdf_zip/FLUORIDE070811.pdf)

The committee found that "In summary, the evidence for carcinogenicity of fluoride and its salts consists of:

Some positive findings in epidemiology studies, including reported increases in osteosarcomas in young males in an ecological study and in a hospital-based case-control study. However, the contribution of chance, bias, inappropriate analyses or confounding to these findings could not be ruled out. Overall, the current body of epidemiologic evidence on the carcinogenicity of fluoride is considered inconclusive."

I herewith write to you with the urgent request to inform your experts immediately of the fact that, by a single analysis of some distinct cancer data, they would be able to clearly decide if fluoride from water fluoridation causes cancer (or at least causes antedated deaths from cancer) or not - perhaps one of the experts can even get the necessary data and check this before the committee announces its final decision!

Here is how the committee can check if water fluoridation really caused "excess" (short-time) cancer deaths:

From figs. 3, 4 and 5 in my father's poster presentation at the ISFR 1987 conference at Nyon/CH (co-authored by myself, already submitted to "Proposition 65" within http://oehha.ca.gov/prop65/publicmeetings/052909coms/fluoride/RZiegelbecker.pdf and attached again to this email) one can see the more than 99% certainty in the relation between the size of the randomly occurring "jumps" of fluoridation and the size of the "jumps" of cancer deaths in the USA.

This our analysis is by far more sensible than Yiamouianis' analysis which is cited in your experts' document since it clearly shows a quantitative proportionality of the hight of a "jump" in water fluoridation and the number of "excess" cancer deaths, with more than 99% certainty.

Therefore, since this type of analysis excludes the influence of time trends, with about 99% probability there are only 2 possible explanations:

1. Putting fluoride salts into the drinking water causes (besides a possible and probable long-term mechanism for creating cancer) about 3 in 10000 people to die from cancer rapidly (while not telling if these are antedated deaths = people who were already suffering from cancer, or rapidly
growing new cancers in people who perhaps already suffer from other diseases) or

2. The production and distribution of fluoride which was put into the water or the use of its byproducts (fertilizers?) caused these about 3 per 10000 "excess" cancer deaths in the USA when fluoridation was introduced.

I assure you that my father used the official cancer statistics of the U.S. (which included all types of cancer of all over the USA). Unfortunately my father and I were not able to check the origin of these "excess" cancer deaths.

By merely checking (while accounting for and allowing the usual statistical variations) if these "excess cancer deaths" (in the years of the "big jumps" of water fluoridation) occurred in (e.g. the hospitals of) the newly fluoridated areas, or if they occurred somewhere else, your experts could clearly decide between hypothesis 1 or 2 and in this way decide between a "short-time cancerogenicity/promotion of cancer" by water fluoridation, or against it.

I assume that for the case of "short-time cancerogenicity" the contribution of chance, bias, inappropriate analyses or confounding to these findings can be ruled out in this way.

Since this is highly relevant for the decision of the CIC I really beg you to forward this my email to all members of the CIC who will soon decide about listing of fluoride and its salts, for information, regardless of any formal barriers.

Sincerely

Rudolf Ziegelbecker

P.S.: Since the attached analysis was mainly my father's merit (he passed away in 2009 - see http://www.fluorideresearch.org/423/files/FJ2009_v42_n3_p162-166.pdf) and I don't do research actively any more I am of course also very interested in the respective result.

_____________________________________
Mag. DI Dr. Rudolf Ziegelbecker
HTBLVA Graz Ortweinschule (a technical college)
Körösistr. 157-159
8010 Graz
Tel. 0043  316  6084-0
priv.: Franckstr. 24
8010 Graz
Österreich

Tel. 0043  316  349653
Email: zbr@aon.at
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF WATER FLUORIDATION IN A LIMITED AREA SUDDENLY
CHANGES LIVING CONDITIONS OF THE INHABITANTS OF THIS AREA BY ONE FACTOR,
BASED ON THE AUTHENTIC DATA OF
WATER FLUORIDATION AND CANCER MORTALITY IN THE USA, THE INCREASE OF
THE CANCER DEATHS IS ANALYSED IN RELATION TO
THE INCREASE OF FLUORIDATED INHABITANTS. THE ANALYSIS SHOWS THAT THERE
EXISTS A SIGNIFICANT CONNECTION, WHICH IS NOT
CORRELATED WITH THE CHANGE IN THE NUMBER OF POPULATION. WITHIN A SHORT
TIME, ABOUT THREE ADDITIONAL CANCER DEATHS PER 10,000 NEWLY
FLUORIDATED INHABITANTS MUST BE EXPECTED.
Fig. 1

shows the increase of the Cancer Mortality Rate in the USA between 1949 and 1970 ("measured CMR").

A regression analysis shows that the Measured CMR can be almost totally explained by only two quantities:

\[
\text{Rate of Cirrhosis of Liver} + \\
\text{Fluoridated Percentage of US-Population.}
\]

The problem is now to isolate the possible influence of water fluoridation and the influence of other factors, for example such as time trends, on the Cancer Mortality Rate.
Cancer Mortality Rate in the USA 1949-1970

- measured CMR
- computed CMR

\[ R^2 = 0.9946 \]
\[ F = 1110.9 \]
\[ s^2 = 0.2717 \]
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Fig. 2

shows the development of the percent of population served with controlled fluoridated water in the USA between 1945 and 1971.

If we assume the possibility that fluoridation has only little influence on the cancer mortality rate then the problem is to isolate this small influence from the other influences.

This possible fluoride effect may consist of a long-term effect as well as a short-term effect.

It is likely that it will be difficult to separate long-term effects of fluoride on the cancer death rate from all other influences.

If there is a short-term effect it can show up if there are sufficiently large (and quick) discontinuities in the amount of fluoride supply.

Such discontinuities do exist during the spreading of drinking water fluoridation in the USA 1950 to 1969.
Percent of Population Served with Controlled Fluoridated Water in the USA 1945 - 1971
FIG. 3


IN 9 DIFFERENT YEARS WE OBSERVE INCREASES IN THE FLUORIDATED POPULATION FROM 2% UP TO 6% OF THE TOTAL POPULATION.

IF THERE IS A REMARKABLE SHORT-TERM EFFECT IT SHOULD BE VISIBLE DUE TO SUCH HIGH PERCENTAGE.

SINCE STARTING A FLUORIDATION MEANS A DEFINITE AND SUDDEN CHANGE OF LIVING CONDITIONS IN THE AFFECTED AREAS BY FACTOR ("FLUORIDE IN DRINKING WATER") A POSSIBLE EFFECT SHOULD BE PROPORTIONAL TO THE NUMBER OF ADDITIONALLY FLUORIDATED PEOPLE.
The Yearly Increase in the Percentage of Fluoridated Population in the USA 1945 - 1969

Fig. 3
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Fig. 4

SHOWS THAT THERE IS A SIGNIFICANT DEPENDENCE OF THE INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF CANCER DEATHS ON THE INCREASE IN FLUORIDATED PEOPLE

REMARKS:

There is no substantial time trend recognizable (cf., years 53, 69 - 52, 67). There is also no influence due to changes in the total population number (see diagram below Fig. 6).

CONCLUSION:

There seems to be no other reasonable interpretation of Fig. 4 than a causal relation between putting fluoride into drinking water and observing an additional number of cancer deaths already in the same year*.

From Fig. 4 this number can be roughly estimated to be about 3.7 additional cancer deaths per 10000 newly fluoridated people.

The increase of CD (cancer deaths) by about 4000 cancer deaths per year is not caused by fluoride.

*An even better adjustment can be obtained with the assumption that about 30% of the additional cancer deaths occur in the following year.
Relation between the Number of the Additionally Fluoridated Persons and the Increase in Cancer Deaths in the Same Year

\[
\frac{\Delta CD}{\Delta t} \times 10^3
\]

Cancer Deaths not Caused by Fluoridation

\[
\Delta N_F
\]

\[
\Delta t
\]

Fig. 4
Fig. 5

shows the relation between the number of additionally fluoridated persons and the increase in cancer deaths averaged over two years in the USA 1951 - 1970.

The relation between the number of newly fluoridated people and additional cancer death does not change essentially if we consider the 2-years-average or if we include even the smallest changes in fluoridation. Both is done in Fig. 5.

This method leads to about 3.3 additional cancer deaths per 10000 newly fluoridated people which agrees quite well with the result of Fig. 4.

Important:

These results are not identical with the statement that fluoride would cause cancer, which we can not conclude from these diagrams. However, even if fluoride would not cause cancer diseases, this would not be a contradiction to our conclusion since the observed relation may also follow if fluoride would only be able to accelerate existing (cancer) disease.

Note that this investigation has not got the nature of an epidemiological study but that of a big experiment which is a premise for statements concerning causality.

Graz, August 28, 1987
Relation between the Number of the Additionally Fluoridated Persons and the Increase in Cancer Deaths Averaged Two Years in the USA 1950/51 - 68/69

Fig. 5
Regression between the Increase of Cancer Deaths and the Increase in Total Population in the USA

![Graph showing the relationship between the increase in cancer deaths and the increase in total population in the USA. The graph includes data points and a trend line.]